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Route 1
Route title: Exploring Vienna´s links to different cultures
Secondary title: Historical and modern multicultural meeting places in Vienna
1. Name and location of the associations we work with:
BSKI‐Verein, an association for integration, social and cultural affairs and education in
Vienna which fosters intercultural encounters
Verein Fair & Sensibel, an association which supports inclusion and where successfully
integrated migrants can become role models for other migrants.
2. A short profile description of the participants – migrants (gender, age, approximate time
being resident in the country, professional situation, other information you may find
appropriate):





Participant (migrant) 1: female, 35, in Austria for 13 years, sales assistant
Participant (migrant) 2: female, 32, in Austria for 6 years, waitress
Participant (migrant) 3: female, 43, in Austria for 30 years, working in child care
Participant 4: female, 36, born in Vienna, office assistant

3. A short description on how these two elements have been taken into account, according
to the IO3 description in the project proposal:
 Three of the participants with migration backgrounds told us that, when they came to
Austria first, being no tourists, and explored the city by themselves. Thus, little by little,
they discovered their neighbourhoods, favourite places and learnt also about the
historical backgrounds and that Vienna has been a city of immigration for centuries.
The participant who was born in Vienna has migration roots, too and contributed to the
route with places her family prefers when relatives from Turkey visit them.
 Creating this route together, participants want to show the places they discovered to
visitors to give them a good impression of the multicultural heart of the city, apart from
typical touristic ways, and give visitors the opportunity to meet with local and migrant
residents in a casual way.
 Touristic cities like Vienna offer many sightseeing programs. Apart from these, when
visitors want to explore the city by themselves, they often have no information where
to go to find the typical local atmosphere or meet residents in their neighbourhoods.
Following the route, they can discover places where Viennese residents meet and enjoy
themselves, and also get an impression of the manifold cultures existing in Vienna since
medieval times. Thus will add value to their visit to this city.
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Link to the route in Routey:
German: https://www.routey.net/vienna/route/exploring‐vienna‐links‐to‐different‐cultures
English: https://www.routey.net/vienna/route/exploring‐viennas‐links‐to‐different‐culturese
Category: Urban life
Country: Austria
City: Vienna
Description:
We take a walk through the history and present of multicultural Vienna, starting in the Votivpark,
a park around a neo‐Gothic church, where an EU tree circle has been planted. The park is a popular
meeting place for locals and migrants, not least because of its proximity to the University of
Vienna. From there we stroll along the Türkenstraße, an old street near the historic part of Vienna,
through the medieval centre and on to the "Griechenbeisl", Vienna's oldest restaurant. For 550
years, food and drink has been served to guests there; it got its name from the medieval trade
relations with Greek merchants. Afterwards, the tour continues across the Donaukanal to the
lively atmosphere of the old Karmeliter Market, where languages from all over the world can be
heard, a popular meeting place for residents of the neighbouring districts, with and without a
migration background. Finally, the tour takes us to the Augarten, a spacious 17th century park and
traditional meeting place for people from different cultures.
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Route 2
Route title: Young people´s way through Vienna
Secondary title: A group of young people sharing favourite places
1. Name and location of the associations we work with:
BSKI‐Verein, an association for integration, social and cultural affairs and education in
Vienna which fosters intercultural encounters
Verein Fair & Sensibel, an association which supports inclusion and where successfully
integrated migrants can become role models for other migrants.
2. A short profile description of the participants – migrants (gender, age, approximate time
being resident in the country, professional situation, other information you may find
appropriate):
 Participant (migrant) 1: male, 22, in Austria for 13 years, mechanic
 Participant (migrant) 2: male, 24, in Austria for 6 years, in training as an
electrical engineer
 Participant (migrant) 3: female, 22, born in Vienna, hair dresser
 Participant 4: female, 25, in Austria for 14 years, caregiver
 Participant 5: male, 23, born in Vienna, student
3. A short description on how these two elements have been taken into account, according
to the IO3 description in the project proposal:
 This route was created by young people from different backgrounds, locals and
migrants, who want to show the every‐day meeting places, close to their
neighbourhoods in a more disadvantaged area of Vienna, to young visitors. For them,
these places are familiar and they feel comfortable there, encountering family and
friends, locals, migrants and refugees making friends as a matter of course. They would
like to meet young visitors from other countries there and share their leisure activities,
but also learn about how things are going for young people somewhere else.
 Many young visitors of Vienna will appreciate to know places where to go and meet
youngsters in their own environment. They might prefer these places to mere touristic
spots, as it will be easier to get in contact with young people of the neighbourhood,
have a good time together and learn about life in Vienna with its manifold cultural
backgrounds.
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Link to the route in Routey:
German: https://www.routey.net/vienna/route/young‐people‐way‐through‐vienna
English: https://www.routey.net/vienna/route/young‐people‐way‐through‐vienna‐e
Category: Nightclubs, Nightlife, Parks, Sports, Urban life
Country: Austria
City: Vienna
Description:
A group of young people from different backgrounds show us their meeting places, where they
feel comfortable and what they like to do. The tour starts in Meidling, a suburb of Vienna, in a
district where many residents have a migration background, and leads to a shisha bar in a
neighboured district. The starting point is the Monte ice cream parlour on Meidlinger Platz, which
is a multicultural meeting place and regularly hosts street parties. From here, the tour continues
to the Park am Hundsturm ‐ where families and friends meet to sit together, talk to each other,
play sports... On the way there we visit a small grill restaurant with specialities from the oriental
kitchen. Later the path leads to the Wientalterrassen, where we meet many other young people at
the Wien River, above the underground, and spend the time with music, conversation and
brought along food and drink. Afterwards we go to a Shisha Lounge and meet more young
inhabitants of the area.
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